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60. ABSTRACT
T
he Programmable space will research on possibilities of our technology to see how it is conceivable to change 
the space. It will research about the philosophical approach of change in our spaces. It goes deep into why we 
need flexible architecture and why we need our living spaces to change in our daily life. Looking for technologies 
of today we can speculate the possibility of the technology. It will investigate the system of moving walls with a probable 
technology of today and how the user can change it whenever they want. Using parametric design will help to code the 
whole place in the computational framework, and by doing that, it will allow us to add functional values to space. In the 
final section, it will investigate about how this system of moving wall can be associated with the generative design to make 
space perform adequately by optimizing the space with the parameters like the light for our daily life and circulation, traffic 
and other values that help our nature of space. It will investigate the better quality of the space and feasible solutions for 
changing the space. Using industrial machine and humanless system in the space is one the focuses of the research 
and checking the possibility of automation of today to see how it can help to change the space.
Key words: automation, living, function, change, user, humanless, desire, industrial, machine-centered, 
parametric design 
71. PREFACE
1.1 CONTEXT
In the age of industry 4.0 What does programmable space mean?
W
hat does programmable means is that the space can change during the time that consumer is using it. It 
means that you might need some more space to invite your friends a day and one day you need your space 
to become more private. One day you might lend your space to a friend and it can change according to his 
intrest. There is a relation between designer and consumer is this places.
Architecture was born from the human need of a protective habitat, and since then, it has always been for humans, 
conceived in human scale before any other. What if human scale was not the only scale appliable to it? What if now it 
was time to shift to another type of living?
The millenials are the first generation to grow up with technology. In the past 30 years, technology has constantly 
developed, to the point of changing human lives completely. What used to be done and thought by humans, now is 
being processed and done by machines. The role of computers is never going to decrease; it will only become more 
influential. As a matter of fact, studies are being made, all over the world, to create machines able to work like humans, 
to change human lifestyle by making them produce for us what humans are now producing, supposedly, to make lives 
easier and more enjoyable.11 Tthe context will invesitgate to see how it is likely to change the space and why we need tit
2. source:https://www.stoford.com/industrial/mountpark-airport-city/ 
FIGURE 1-1 : Basic conceptual drawing on how the spaces can change and adapt tpo user´s need 
source: own drawing
8activities1 as a catalyst for community engagement2. Although it was never built, its flexible space influenced other 
architects, notably Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano whose Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris extended many of 
Price’s ideas - some of which Price used on a more modest scale in the Inter-Action Centre at Kentish Town, London
1970. 3.
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1. Mathews, S (11 January 2006). “The Fun Palace as Virtual Architecture: Cedric Price and the Practices of Indeterminacy”. Journal of 
Architectural Education. 59: 39–48. doi:10.1111/j.1531-314X.2006.00032.x.
2.  “Cedric Price”. Daily Telegraph. 15 August 2003. Retrieved 18 April 2016.
3. . Melvin J. 2003. ‘Obituary: Cedric Price, Hugely creative architect ahead of his time in promoting themes of lifelong learning and brown-
field regeneration’. The Guardian, 15 August 2003. 
4. Zygmunt, B. (2000). Liquid modernity. Polity, Cambridge. ISBN 9780745624099 
5. Work, Consumerism and the New Poor, Open University, 1998. 
6. http://mdgross.net/
1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW
THINKERS
The main thinkers that influence this thesis project come from different fields.
Cedric Price 
English architect. 1934 – 2003 
One of his more notable projects was the East London Fun Palace (1961), developed in association 
with theatrical director Joan Littlewood.2 Fun Palaces is an annual, free, nationwide celebration 
of culture at the heart of community, using arts, science, craft, tech, digital, heritage and sports 
Gordon Pask
English author, inventor, educational theorist, cybernetician and psychologist.  1928 – 1996 
Pask participated in the seminal exhibition “Cybernetic Serendipity” (ICA London, 1968) with the 
interactive installation “Colloquy of Mobiles”, continuing his ongoing dialogue with the visual and 
performing arts. (cf Rosen 2008, and Dreher’s History of Computer Art) Pask influenced such 
Zygmunt Bauman
Polish sociologist and philosopher. 1925 – 2017
Bauman was one of the world’s most eminent social theorists, writing on issues as diverse as 
modernity and the Holocaust, postmodern consumerism and liquid modernity.  In the mid-to-late 
1990s, Bauman began to explore postmodernity and consumerism.He posited that a shift had 
Mark D. Gross
Director of the ATLAS Institute and professor of computer science at University of Colorado Boulder. 
He worked on many different things: intelligent computer aided design, virtual environments and 
design simulation, modular robotics and computationally enhanced construction kits and craft, 
tangible interaction design, sketch and diagram recognition, digital fabrication and more.
                                      
taken place in modern society in the latter half of the 20th century. It had changed from a society of producers into a 
society of consumers. According to Bauman, this change reversed Freud’s “modern” tradeoff—i.e., security was given 
up in exchange for more freedom, freedom to purchase, consume, and enjoy life.
diverse individuals as Ted Nelson, who references Pask in Computer Lib/Dream Machines and whose interest in 
hypermedia is much like Pask’s entailment meshes; and Nicholas Negroponte, whose earliest research efforts at the 
Architecture Machine Group on “idiosyncratic systems” and software-based partners for design have their roots in Pask’s 
work as a consultant to Negroponte’s efforts.
9                               
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1. Simon Sadler, Archigram: architecture without architecture, MIT Press, 2005, p.161
Archigram was an avant-garde architectural group formed in the 1960s that was neofuturistic, 
anti-heroic and pro-consumerist, drawing inspiration from technology in order to create a new reality 
that was solely expressed through hypothetical projects. Based at the Architectural Association in 
London, the main members of the group were Peter Cook, Warren Chalk, Ron Herron, Dennis Crompton, Mi-chael 
Webb and David Greene. Designer Theo Crosby was the “hidden hand” behind the group.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC REVIEW
In support of the idea of “programmable spaces,” “Cedric Price Works,” written by  Samantha Hardingham, is selected 
within the references. The Book explains not only about Cedric Price’s works, but also it explains the logical and 
philosophical approach of him. What is fascinating is that he was ahead of his time. Like Stanely Kubrick in cinema, he 
was ahead of the architecture of that time, and many of his projects were not able to be built in that time. Although he did 
not have many built projects, he bridged the gap between architecture and technology. In the 1970s with John Fraiser, 
they were building a system within the house that was able to change and modify. With Gordon Pask, they achieved a 
computational possibility of changing the space by using grids and sensors and rails.
Liquid modernity, written by Zigmund Bauman, is about the ever-changing society. It explains that since everyday 
technology is increasing so fast, it is so hard to adapt to it. We do not know what will come next. in the 2000s we did 
not know how IOT and app technologies can change our everyday life and how our dependency on technology has 
become undeniable. 
“Architecture without architecture,” written by Simon Sadler, plays a vital role in this dissertation. It explains about the 
radicalism thinking of Archigram visionaries and how it helped architecture to grow and see the unseen side of speculation 
and technology. Although none of the projects of Archigram were built,it made a considerable influence on the architecture 
of today. They talk about the recent shift of industry 4.0 and Internet of things, and it speculates it so bold that now we 
see how influential were they projects were.
“Supports, An Alternative to Mass Housing Residential Open Building” by  John  Habrak-
en, helped a lot on studying on how it is possible in the building to change the infills during its lifespan. 
Mark D Gross in “Grids in Design and CAD” explains about how grids will help us to designmore efficient, and it is a suit-
able design method for applying it into parametric architecture.
 
Autodesk University articles and achievements on generating floor plans using generative design helped a lot to under-
stand more about this new method of design thinking.
For the conclusion of the while research “Speculative Everything” by Anthony Duni and Fauna Rabi wrapped my idea of 
how being the speculative design will help us to design something feasible. 
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2. INTRODUCTION
2.1 RESEARCH PROBLEM
Programmable spaces are spaces that will become creative ecosystems present with a myriad of tools and resources 
where people are seduced to go create, interact and feel part of something bigger than themselves. It will give the 
opportunity to explore exceedingly options within the space. These spaces can be used as any function. The most crucial 
aspect is the user’s need which is based on several factors that I will mention. So how then, does this space look like?
Imagining that the creator will set up some principal rules for design and give to client and client will get to choose what 
kind of space he/she wants and it can be based on several factors which we are facing as we enter the era of industry 
4.0 .These factors can be Advancements in Psychology; Light and color theory; Interior air quality and environmental 
control; Materials; Non-static, adaptable, flexible spaces; Smart interactive furniture; IOT(internet of things); Virtual reality 
and artificial intelligence; and space which acts as a power resource . 
What to be programmed means that all of these factors that mentioned above will create a sort of code that will shape 
the space. The most interesting part about this code is that once it’s written by the architect, it can be changed based 
on several factors that user desire to achieve. 
2.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
How can we design an architectural system that adapts to the user’s need and with maximum efficiency? Is technology 
today has reached to the level of being able to make the space change during the building lifespan?
2.3 HYPOTHESIS & SUB HYPOTHESIS
Our spaces in close future will resemble more a living system that a static space. 
The user has the authority to change the space based on whatever they want. The spaces are like systems that can 
adapt to its user´s desire. The technology that we have today in the age of automation will allow us to design more 
flexible spaces that will change according to the function that the user needs for space. with generative design and the 
technologies of today, we can implement a system in our house or office to be able to adapt to our need.
2.4 AIMS & OBJECTIVES
What I personally aspire to achieve is to obtain acknowledgement about these vast topics and have research in these 
areas and design a space which it’s function is fully dedicated to its user through computational design and research on 
the growing technologies of today.  
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3. METHODOLOGY
T
he whole idea of this reaserch is to reach to the conclusion of possibility of change in space.Each chapter will peell 
a layer of the chore of the thesis. This means it investigate throuhgh methods to defend on why change in space 
is important and how we can achieve it. The research starts to tackle the idea of locomotion. Locomotion means 
moving from one place to another place . It explains the philosophy behind change and movement and explains it through 
the world of archigram. “Archigram wanted architecture to be as mobile, dynamic and “pulsating”, to use one of their 
favourite words, as the society they saw around them. They proposed buildings that moved, that shone in the dark, that 
could be changed at their users’ will.”1 “In the 1960s,” says Crompton, “self-determination became an important thing. We 
were interested in how the consumer could be part of the design process, not a recipient.” This help to understand deeply 
how movement is important in architecture and how we can achieve it in these days. Then it focuses oon researching on 
technologies of today. Do we have 
a technology to move wal ls? to move
 spaces? What is the latest one used and
 how we it can be applied to the design.
Then it focuses on open building system.It investigate what is open building and how we can understand it more to 
use it as a fundamental asset in our design. What it tries to investigate is to see how many possibilities of different infills 
can building achieve . and how can we reduce the time of using different infills. Once that we can have an apartment fully 
opend without any collumns, Flexibility will be a key to use the maximum possibility of the space. Maximum possibility here 
means that how can we deject numouros functions from the interior space. How can we change it constantly through 
flexible architecture.In this section Jeremy Till and Tajiana Schnider explain very vell about the oppurtunities of the flexible 
systems in architecture. Once we have the context of the design which is the open space of Tila project which is one 
of the most famous open building project.It will invesitgate the method of computing the design. It means means by 
using the grid we can divide the space to smaller elements and put them inside the system of code that we can change 
them accordingly. The prototype of the design which is the Version 1.0 of the system,use a simplest way to achieve for 
changing space.
1. The world according to Archigram and article published in Gaurdian by Rowan Moore. 2018
“self-determination became an important 
spect. We  were interested in how the 
consumer could be part of the design 
process, not a recipient.”
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 The prototype of the design, which is Version 1.0 of the system, use a most straightforward way to achieve for changing 
space. Once reached to the level that we proved that the system of walls would function, it will allow it to put in the code 
as a value parametric modeling to apply a generative solution for our space. The methodology of reaching to this level will 
come by investigating on generative design solution and see how it can improve our daily life. At the end by showing the 
famous cone of Stuart Candy about speculative design we can realize how this-this is possible how much it can be close 
to reality and how we can achieve this prototype and use it in everyday life.
FIGURE 1-1 : The cone of Stewart Candy
Speculative Everything: Design, Fiction, and Social Dreaming, Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby, 2013, MIT Press
14
4. locomotion
“The fundamental characteristics of futuristic 
architecture will be expendability and transience. 
Our house will last less time than we do, every 
generation must make its own city”
-Archigram
15
4.1 FUN PALACE
Cedric Price
T
here are several reasons and references are to explain why do we need these kinds of spaces. The first one is the Archi-
gram history about moving architecture and famous Cedric Price´s ¨Fun Palace¨. The second reason is nature and so-
ciety. Where everything in nature is constantly changing throughout the year, these recent times we have seen that the 
owner is not as important as services. So why not space become a service and change according to the service that users need. 
`
FIGURE 4-1 :The Elevetion drawing of fun palace by cedric price 
“The idea was to build a ‘laboratory of fun’ with facilities for dancing, music, drama and fireworks. Central to Price’s practice was the belief that through 
the correct use of new technology the public could have unprecedented control over their environment, resulting in a building which could be 
responsive to visitors’ needs and the many activities intended to take place there.”
From source: http://www.interactivearchitecture.org/fun-palace-cedric-price.html
T
he Fun Palace was one of the most innovative and creative proposals of postwar British architecture. Not a build-
ing in any conventional sense, it was instead a socially interactive machine, highly adaptable to the shifting cultural 
and social conditions of that time and place. Following the request of the commissioner, Joan Littlewood, Price 
developed and refined his concept of an interactive, performative architecture, that would adapt to the constantly varying 
needs and desires of the individual. Common citizens could assemble their own pedagogical and leisure environment 
using cranes and prefabricated modules in an improvisational architecture, having therefore the possibility to escape from 
their day-to-day routine and get on a journey of learning, creativity, and individual fulfillment.
Commisioner: Joan Littlewood   
Purpose: Socially Interactive Learning andRecreational Space 
Location: Lea Valley, London   Dates: 1961 – 1966 never completed    Materials:  Metal Grid Prefabricated Pods Fibre 
Panels Optical Barriers Pressed Aluminum Curtains Audio-Phonic Curtains Quilted Lead Foil Curtains 
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FIGURE 4-2 : An Elevation view of inside the Palace visoned by Price.”
From source: http://www.interactivearchitecture.org/fun-palace-cedric-price.html
FIGURE 4-3 :  The Centre Pompidou by Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano
“The Fun Palace was one of his most influential projects and inspired Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano’s early 1970s project, Centre Georges 
Pompidou in Paris ”
From source: http://www.interactivearchitecture.org/fun-palace-cedric-price.html
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FIGURE 4-4 : “Elevation Drawing of Cedric Prices “Fun Palace.” University Of Brighton. 2014. Exemplary Project — Cedric Price.
Available at:https://folio.brighton.ac.uk/user/km226/exemplary-project-cedric-price.” [Accessed 24 Jun 2019],
Source: https://medium.com/@Lawther_Freddie_2956665/cedric-prices-fun-palace-f1c80674f175
FIGURE 4-5 : “Plan of Cedric Prices “Fun Palace.” University Of Brighton. 2014. Exemplary Project — Cedric Price. Available at:https://folio.brighton.
ac.uk/user/km226/exemplary-project-cedric-price. “ [Accessed 24 Jun 2019]
https://medium.com/@Lawther_Freddie_2956665/cedric-prices-fun-palace-f1c80674f175
FIGURE 4-6 : “Cedric Price, preliminary sketch of the Fun Palace floor plan, showing areas of variable activity. Cedric Price Archives, Canadian Centre 
for
Architecture, Montreal.”
Source: The Fun Palace as VirtualArchitectureCedric Price and the Practices of Indeterminacy By S Mathews,Hobart and William Smith 
Colleges,2007
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FIGURE 4-7 : Cedric Price, Fun Palace, axonometric section, c. 1964. Cedric Price Archives, Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montreal. Cedric 
Price and structuralengineer Frank Newby designed a structural matrix with overhead cranesto allow assembly of prefabricated modules.
Source:The Fun Palace: Cedric Price’s experiment in architecture and technology
Stanley Mathews Hobart and William Smith Colleges 
Technoetic Arts: A Journal of Speculative Research Volume 3 Number 2.
Intellect Ltd 2005.
FIGURE 4-8 :  Elevation view of fun palace by price
“Pivoting escalators and moveable wall panels would permit endless variation and flexibility :
Source:The Fun Palace: Cedric Price’s experiment in architecture and technology
Stanley Mathews Hobart and William Smith Colleges 
Technoetic Arts: A Journal of Speculative Research Volume 3 Number 2.
Intellect Ltd 2005.
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4.2 THE GENERATOR PROJECT
Cedric Price
T
he Generator Project has often been mentioned as the first “intelligent” building that “ knew itself” and was readjusting 
to user’s desires, while was also capable of generating new solutions to trigger their reactions. The project proposal 
is composed of an orthogonal grid of foundation bases, tracks and linear drains, on which a mobile crane could 
place a kit of cubical module enclosures and infill components, screening posts, decks and circulation components 
following multiple arrangements. The “technological” part of this project was the production of a computer program that 
would organize the plan of the site in reply to changing requirements, with the addition of a single-chip microprocessor 
embedded in every component of the building, to make it the controlling processor. This would result in a building which 
controlled its organization in response to use. If not changed, the building would have been able to propose alternative 
arrangements for evaluation, learning how to improve its evaluation, and organization based on the previous experiences.
FIGURE 4-9 : Generator (1976-79) sought to create conditions for shifting, changing personal interactions in a reconfigurable and responsive archi-
tectural project.
Source:Journal of the American Institute of Architecture Students
Spring2010 ,Issue69
FIGURE 4-10 :  Price developed a scheme of 150 12’ by 
12’ mobile,combinable cubes constructed with off-the-
shelf infillpanels, glazing and sliding glassdoors. To this kit of 
parts, he added catwalks; screens and boardwalks, all of 
which could be moved by mobile crane as desired by us-
ers to support whatever activities they had in mind, whether 
public or private, serious or banal.
Source:Journal of the American Institute of Architec-
ture Students
Spring2010 ,Issue69
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“
The idea of a computational aid in the Generator project also approved and intended to promote some unpredictabil-
ity. Generator, even if unbuilt, had acquired a notable position as the first intelligent building project. Cedric Price and 
the Frazers´ collaboration developed an outstanding exchange between architecture and computational design”1 The 
generator started to explore the impact of technology and interaction in participatory design what participatory means here 
is that the designer/client relationship will change and becomes a designer/designer relationship. So the user will explore 
and design the space according to the need he/she wants.
“The whole intention of the project is to create an architecture sufficiently responsive to the making of a change of mind con-structively pleasurable”2
“A building which will not contradict, but enhance, the feeling of being in the middle of nowhere; has to be accessible to the public as well as to private guests; has to create a feeling of 
seclusion conducive to creative impulses, yet…accommodate 
audiences; has to respect the wildness of the environment while 
accommodating a grand piano; has to respect the continuity of 
the history of the place while being innovative.”
1. Source: http://www.interactivearchitecture.org/the-generator-project.html 
2. Source: http://www.interactivearchitecture.org/the-generator-project.html 
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FIGURE 4-12 :  The Plan view of generator project, CCA
“The proposal consisted of an orthogonal grid of foundation bases, tracks and linear drains, in which a mobile crane could place a kit of parts comprised 
of cubical module enclosures and infill components (i.e. timber frames to be filled with modular components raging from movable cladding wall panels 
to furniture, services and fittings), screening posts, decks and circulation components (i.e. walkways on the ground level and suspended at roof level) 
in multiple arrangements.”
Source: http://www.interactivearchitecture.org/the-generator-project.html
FIGURE 4-11 : Self Builder Kit and the Cal Build Kit, Working Models
Source: http://www.interactivearchitecture.org/the-generator-project.html
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4.3 A WALKING CITY
ARCHIGRAM VISON OF MOVEMENT
T
he Walking City is a speculative project in which buildings are embedded in walking robots, in the form of self-
contained living pods that can roam the cities. A literal interpretation of Le Corbusier’s idea of aphorism of a house 
as a machine for living in, this model was designed for a post-apocalyptic future, where gigantic, mobile robots 
with artificial intelligence would go wherever their resources or services were required, even linking together to create 
‘’walking metropolises.’’ As individual homes and buildings were also mobile (taking the residents wherever they needed 
to go), this project is an envision of a nomadic society that was paradoxically still urbanized.
FIGURE 4-13 : Ron Herron, Walking City, 1964. Possibly because it was so implausible, Walking City became one of Archigram’s best-known images. 
Despite its fastidious surface detailing, it is hard to interpret literally: Could a big aircraft undercarriage support a building? Could a landscape bear the 
load? Could Walking City paddle in the sea, as other versions of the picture suggested? Even read metaphorically, questions proliferated: Did Walking 
City come in peace? Nonetheless, it was a bold memorandum of forgotten modernist ambitions: to make collective dwellings, transcend nationalbound-
aries, build machines for living in, extend human dominion, alter everyday perception, bring people into contact with the elements, and simply to excite 
the public about the future.,
source:https://www.stoford.com/industrial/mountpark-airport-city/
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FIGURE 4-14 : Archigram, Walking City, 1970.
Source:http://archigram.westminster.ac.uk/
FIGURE 4-15 :  Manuel Dominguez, POLIEDRO
In a world where people live more mobile lifestyles than they have for centuries, cities are facing a problem they rarely planned for: their citizens move 
away. When jobs and resources start to decline, modern cities, such as Detroit, suffer difficult and often wasteful processes of urban contraction. In 
contrast to this, Manuel Dominguez’s “Very Large Structure,” the result of his thesis project at ETSA Madrid, proposes a nomadic city that can move 
on caterpillar tracks to locations where work and resources are abundant. 
Source:https://www.archdaily.com/443701/a-walking-city-for-the-21st-century
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FIGURE 4-16 : Imagination Headquarters drawing, by 
Herron.,
Lyall, Sutherland. Imagination Headquarters, Herron 
Associates (Architecture in Detail), Page 5
Phaidon Press Ltd, 1992
FIGURE 4-18 : A Walking City annotated section 
drawing
Banham, Reyner. The Visions of Ron Herron, Page 
74
Academy Group Ltd, 1994
FIGURE 4-17 :Imagination Headquarters umbrella struc-
ture, holding up the fabric.
Lyall, Sutherland. Imagination Headquarters, Herron 
Associates (Architecture in Detail), Page 28
Phaidon Press Ltd, 1992
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4.4 ON GOING CHANGE ON SOCIETY
Change in society is the fact that it is happening so rapidly in the modern era. The moment that we purchase the technology for 
daily use, the developer is already on the verge of the new product. Zygman Bauman emphasizes on this occurrence so much, 
and he always submits “liquidity” in modern life. In the book “Liquid Modernity “ written by Zygmunt Bauman,on page 10  he mentions: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1
The paragraph explains about the permanency of the change. It explains that we are living 
in the plastic world in the modern era. Everything we use and every instrument that we are 
implementing in our daily life is, and we know that sooner or later wi will “upgrade” our device. 
This forms of constantly changing sooner or later will become critical in design. The rule of participatory design is the same. 
The design will become something that can regularly change according to several aspects that occur in life.
1. Bauman, Zygmunt. Liquid Modernity. Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 2000.
 “Forms of modern life may differ in quite a few respects – but what unites them all is precisely their 
fragility, temporariness, vulnerability and inclination to constant change. To ‘be modern’ means 
to modernize – compulsively, obsessively; not so much just ‘to be’, let alone to keep its identity 
intact, but forever ‘becoming’, avoiding completion, staying underdefined. Each new structure 
which replaces the previous one as soon as it is declared old-fashioned and past its use-by date 
is only another momentary settlement – acknowledged as temporary and ‘until further notice’. 
Being always, at any stage and at all times, ‘post-something’ is also an undetachable feature of 
modernity. As time flows on, ‘modernity’ changes its forms in the manner of the legendary Proteus 
. . . What was some time ago dubbed (erroneously) ‘post-modernity’ and what I’ve chosen to call, 
more to the point, ‘liquid modernity’, is the growing conviction that change is the only permanence, 
and uncertainty the only certainty. A hundred years ago ‘to be modern’ meant to chase ‘the final 
state of perfection’ -- now it means an infinity of improvement, with no ‘final state’ in sight and 
none desired.”
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5. state of the art technologies
5.1 THE SHED PROJECT
Diller ScofiDio + renfro rockwell Group new York, ny, usa. 2017
The research on the state of the art technologies include the latest projects used as the basis for the development of this thesis project, as the complementary developed addition to the theoretical examples analyzed in the previous chapter. It shows what the latest technology that we are using for movement in architecture is. How can we use 
these technologies to design the prototype? It will provide the basis of technological use in the design of the prototype. 
 Architects: Diller Scofidio + Renfro, Rockwell Group / Location: 545 West 30th Street, Nueva York
Client: The Shed / Construction: Levien & Company
 Engineering and structural design: Thornton Tomasetti
 Fire protetion consultant: Jaros, Baum & Bolles / Materials: Structural steel, etfe polymer, insulated glass,
reinforced concrete.
 Budget: us$ 23.500  Designed surface: 18.500 m2 / Project year: 2008-2015
Construction year: 2015-2019
FIGURE 5-1 : The Shed en construcción /under construction
Iwan Baan
Courtesy of Diller Scofidio + Renfro in collaboration with Rockwell Groupf,
source:https://dsrny.com/
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FIGURE 5-2 : Wheel detail axonometric Courtesy of Diller Scofidio +Renfro in collaboration with Rockwell Group
source:https://dsrny.com
FIGURE 5-3 : Detail wheel in place
Timothy Schenck
Courtesy of Diller Scofidio +Renfro in collaboration with
Rockwell Group
https://dsrny.com/
R
ecently inaugurated, the Shed is an arts center dedicated to 
commissioning, producing, and presenting various types of 
performing arts, visual arts, and popular culture. The building 
is able to expand and contract by rolling the telescoping shell on rails. 
Furthermore, through the use of conventional building systems for the fixed 
structure and adapting gantry crane technology to activate the outer shell, 
it is able to accommodate large-scale indoor and open-air programming 
according to the demand. Inspired by the Fun Palace by Cedric Price, 
through its permanent flexibility and responsive variability in scale, media and 
technology, this art center is designed to physically transform and adapt to 
each artist’s ambitious ideas. 
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FIGURE 5-5 : Drawing detail when the amphitheater is closed
Courtesy of Diller Scofidio + Renfro in collaboration with Rockwell 
Groupf,
source:https://dsrny.com/
FIGURE 5-6 Drawing detail when the amphitheater is open
Courtesy of Diller Scofidio + Renfro in collaboration 
source:https://www.stoford.com
FIGURE 5-4 : The Shed en construcción /under construction
© Iwan Baan
Courtesy of Diller Scofidio + Renfro in collaboration with Rockwell Groupf,
source:https://dsrny.com/
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Gala Systems Inc.
Lausanne, Switzerland / 2014
Multipurpose hall with rotation transformation seats
Number of transformable seats: 2,300
Total number of seats: 3,000
2 large stage lifts and 1 movable wall
Client: HRS REAL ESTATE LTD
Architect : RICHTER DAHL ROCHA & ASSOCIÉS
FIGURE 5-7 : The main hall in the moment of full capacity seatings
source:https://www.galasystems.com/
FIGURE 5-8 : The main hall in the moment of open space atrium. Space will gradually change its function to the public space 
for different functions 
source:https://www.galasystems.com/
5.2. SWISSTECH CONVENTION CENTER – EPFL
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T
he SwissTech Convention Center is a conference center on the campus of the École Polytechnique fédérale 
de Lausanne. The project stands out from other major convention centers for its flexible number of conference 
rooms and capacity. The architecture of this building allows two or three auditoriums to merge into one, together 
with the number of seats in each space, which can vary in just a matter of minutes. What is essential for this project is 
the system of flexible movement that shows that the dream of Cedric Price’s Fun Palace can become a reality sooner 
than we thought. .This flexibility and modularity give by two mechanisms: a system of sliding walls, and the Gala Venue 
technology. Gala Systems, full-scale engineering, and 
manufacturing company, special ized in solutions for 
Multipurpose Halls,was the first company to address the 
issues of versatility and flexibility of theatres, by introducing an independentrow/lift system. The sysyem will generate 
like pistons which extrudes the ground without being visible.
FIGURE 5-10 : The mechanism below the slab of the whole atrium.Allowing t hide the seats inside the floor slab.
Source:https://www.galasystems.com/
FIGURE 5-9 : The main hall in the moment of full capacity seatings and full open space
Source:https://www.galasystems.com/
“Cedric Price’s Fun Palace can 
become a reality sooner than we 
thought.”
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5.3 .BAITASI HOUSE OF THE FUTURE
Dot Architects
Project Design: dot Architects
Design Team: Duo Ning, Sun Qingfeng, Mao yanyan
Photographer: Wu Qingshan
Structure Consultants: Liu Su, WikiHouse Foundation
Location: China
Year: 2018
FIGURE 5-11  : Dot Architects
 Moment when walls close andspace become a fully functional kitchen
Source: https://www.dezeen.com/2017/09/23/baitasi-house-of-the-future-hutong-renovation-moving-walls-con-
nected-home-smart-tv-wikihouse-beijing/
FIGURE 5-12 : Dot Architects
The moment when wall adapt to space and create private bedroom
https://www.dezeen.com/2017/09/23/baitasi-house-of-the-future-hutong-renovation-moving-walls-connected-
home-smart-tv-wikihouse-beijing/
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FIGURE 5-13 : Dot Architects
Flexible solution in plan
https://www.dezeen.com/2017/09/23/baitasi-house-of-the-future-hutong-renovation-moving-walls-connected-home-smart-tv-wikihouse-
FIGURE 5-14 : Dot Architects
“Compared to many futuristic designs, this tiny house is nothing close to futuristic at first look,” Dot Architects concluded. “But its humble appearance 
and user-adaptive interior may reflect something about the future in the ancient capital.”
source:https://www.dezeen.com/2017/09/23/baitasi-house-of-the-future-hutong-renovation-moving-walls-connected-home-smart-tv-
wikihouse-beijing/
T
he importance of this project is about flexibility in housing system with a low-cost budget and affordable price. 
Although the area of the project is around 100 square meters, and it is not big, but it hides many functions within 
it. As seen in [Figure 5-13], the modular architectural system of the kitchen and bed will move entirely to form an 
open space layout which becomes a common area. It shows how can we hide the whole system of the kitchen and the 
bathroom inside a module and although it is a wet area it works the same as  the other functional modules the building . 
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FIGURE 5-15 : Mobile Walls by Iko
The diagram shows that the process of equipping is fast, and with the technology of the push button, it well takes seconds to change the space. At 
the end you will achieve a room in seconds will soundproof quality and privacy. ”
source:Iko partitions library sent by the company
5.4. LIKO-SPACE+
Dot Architects
Easily movable made up of individual modules
Perfect stability every modul „locks“
into another
Standard modul
thickness 100 mm
Standard modul
width
1000 mm
(can be adjusted if necessary)
T
he LikoSpace company is a very new startup focusing on the movable wall partitions for flexible office spaces. 
It occurs a lot in the offices these days because the amount of rent for the right office in an excellent location of 
the city is exceptionally high. What client wants is to use as many functions in the space as possible. Space can 
become open office space, and within minutes, it can become the private room with a decent soundproof system. The 
movement of the walls is the same as The Griflex system. The walls will rotate, and stacks in the side of the space, and 
by the moment the client wants to move, it can become a private space by rotation and movement on the ceiling.
Panel suspension: rails                                                 
Module thickness: 100 mm / 120 mm
Width of standard panel: 600 – 1,250 mm
Maximum module height: 4,000 mm
Operation: manual / handle
Profiles: anodized aluminium / RAL
Surfaces: solid LTD, veneer, wallpaper, fabric
Glass: glazed GDD module
Doors: single / Thickness. 40 mm or 100 mm
Panel suspension: rails
Module thickness: 100 mm
Width of standard panel: 600 – 1,250 mm
Maximum module height: 4,000 mm
Operation: button / pump
Profiles: anodized aluminium / RAL
Surfaces: solid LTD, veneer, wallpaper, fabric
Glass: partly glazed module
Doors: single / Thickness. 40 mm
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FIGURE 5-16 : Mobile Walls by Iko
The two technologies that the company provided information shows the wall inside the building working. ”
source:Iko partitions library sent by the company
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FIGURE 5-17 : Mobile Walls by Iko
Anchoring of rail must be always designed based on conditions of the project and building site. LIKO-S cannot take any responsibility with the static 
assessment of the appropriate ceiling construction. We are always pleased to provide tailor made solution, but the ultimate customer´s responsibility 
is to get static approval. Standard price offer from LIKO-S is without price of anchoring system, unless there is a clear idea of anchoring and known 
ceiling construction.
The most common way of anchoring is straight drilling into the concrete, with anchoring rods. The length is up to 0,5m. The anchoring could look as 
following picture shows. The price of such a solution usually does not exceed 5% of the total price of the wall.
source:Iko partitions library sent by the company
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6. TOWARDS TO USER DRIVEN ARCHITECTURE
“Houses have an average life span of about a hundred years, whereas 
households and habitats can change radically and repeatedly during that 
time. Consequently house designers are faced with the task of giving form 
to a shelter for dwelling for a period during which the composition of the 
household and the associated spatial rituals will go through major changes.” 
....
“Taking not the changeable but the permanent as a departure-point opens 
up new perspectives. The permanent, or durable component of the house, 
constitutes the frame within which change can take place. This frame 
defines the space for change. The frame itself is specific and has qualities 
that determine the architecture for a long period of time.The space inside 
the frame is general, its use unspecified; this space I have called generic 
space.” 
The Frame And The Generic Space, A New Way Of Looking To
Flexibility
Dr. ir. Bernard Leupen
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6.1 . OPEN BUILDING
INTRODUCTION AND PRINCIPLES 
T
he most important aspect of this section is an emphasis on the amount of flexibility that an open building system 
can offer. An investigation on the open building continues, the research will get closer to making the prototype. The 
open building plays a key factor because it will be the context of the project where we can apply as many infills as 
possible within the space with minimum restrictions of utility or service in the building.
I
n architecture, open building is an approach to the design of buildings that takes account of the possible need to 
change or adapt the building during its lifetime, in line with social or technological change. Open building design seeks 
to co-ordinate inputs from different professions, users of the building, and other interests associated with the locality. In 
a society plagued with
FIGURE 6-1 :  Level of control defined by habraken`,
Stephen Kendall expanded on Habraken’s work by beginning to outline the levels of control in which a building operates. Going back to Habraken’s 
idea of recognizing the various levels of a building and their different lifespans, Kendall chooses to specifically break them down from macro to micro 
level as: site, skin, structure, services, space, and “stuff”. The idea here is that each level acts independently within the greater whole, and that the 
level such as structure might have a lifespan of 150 years, while the space’s lifespan may only be 20 years. By creating levels of control, the designer 
and later tenants of the space are able to adapt those levels with shorter lifespans without disturbing other parts of the building
http://www.open-building.org
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I
n 1962, dutch architect N.John Habraken published the seminal book De Dragers en de Mensen, translated and 
published into English as Supports: an alternative to mass housing. At that time, Europe was going through a major 
housing shortage because many buildings had been destroyed during the World War II. Habraken’s text is a critique 
of the repetitive, massive, homogeneous constructions built in the postwar era to alleviate this shortage.The plot of the 
book is developed from a fundamental question which remains in effect. According to Habraken, the main problem of 
residential architecture is that it is built for people, who will never have the slightest chance to make basic decisions about 
their living environment. Against the idea of a house as a consumer, repetitive and finished product, Habraken proposes 
the concept of house as a process. A dwelling is understood as the relationship of the dweller with his environment, a 
natural relation based on the acts of our daily lives and it is deeply rooted in the foundations of our existence.However, 
the book is not limited to expose his censure, but includes a specific proposal as alternative1. This proposal is based on 
identifying two levels of control in a collective housing building; the act of building and the act of dwelling-, separating what 
remains, the collective part controlled by the community; – which depends strictly of the regulations, structure, and instal-
lations -, the “base building”, from that which can be transformable and can be adapted to suit the user, like the interior 
divisions, closets or kitchens and bathrooms, the separable units or infill2.Habraken’s support and infill separation, is part 
of a broader reflection on our cities and territory. 2”Our built environment is a live organism, 
a never ending changing process driven by rules and principles dif-
ficult to control and predict”, which serves to our needs thanks only to its continuous adaptation 
and transformation. Open building principles3, are based on the perception of this built environment as a multi-layered 
structure, where five primary physical systems are recognized.3
W
ithin a city, we can identify the urban structure, the urban tissue (blocks), the buildings, the infill components 
and the actual furniture. Each of these systems has a different life span and is related to different levels of 
control and responsibility –different agents acting on each level-. Our built environment is sustainable to the 
extend that each system is transformed independently and part by part. In short, architecture is understood as a system 
formed by subsystems, part at the same time of larger systems.
 
1.The content of this paper synthesizes the findings of the MA by research Open Building in the collective housing of the 21st century. 
Possibilities and limitations, carried out at the
Kingston Faculty of Architecture (2010-2011).
2. Habraken, Nicholas John and Mignucci, Andres (2010) Soportes: Vivienda y Ciudad. Instituto de Arquitectura Tropical. Editorial on line.
3. Nagore, Israel (2012) Open building in the collective housing of the 21st century. Possibilities and limitations. Unpublished research. MA
FIGURE 6-2 : Shearing layers diagram by 
Bernard Luepen(2012) 
Open building in the collective housing of the 21st century. Possibilities and limitations. Unpublished research. MA
by research. Kingston School of Architecture. 
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O
pen building is the term used to indicate a number of ideas about the design and construction of buildings 
including: the idea that users as well as professionals may make design decisions; that the shared part 
of a multi-occupant building should be carefully distinguished from the parts decided for each individual occu-
pant; the idea that the interface between technical systems should allow the replacement of one system with another 
performing the same function (as with different fit-out systems applied in the same base building); and the idea that the 
built environment is in constant transformation requiring that change be understood by professionals ,to make accommo-
dating and sustainable environments.3 Base Building – the more permanent part of the whole building, tied to the political, 
geotechnical, climatic and regulatory environment (structure, skin, public circulation, and main MEP systems)Fit-Out – the 
more changeable part of the whole building, determined for each occupant space, with its own MEP systems, partitions, 
equipment, and fixtures.1
1 An Open Building Strategy for Converting ObsoleteOffice Buildings to Residential Uses
Dr. Stephen Kendall, RA, CIB Director, Building Futures Institute, College of Architecture and Planning, Ball State
University, Muncie, IN., 47306. TEL: 765.285.1911. EMAIL: skendall@bsu.edu. Website:
www.bsu.edu/cap/bfi
FIGURE 6-3 : A diagram of open building  by Kendall
Source: Kendall, Stephen, and Jonathan Teicher. Residential Open Building. New York: E&FN Spon, 2000. Print.: 
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6.2. OPEN BUILDING AND THE FRAME AS A DESIGN TOOL 
T
he Following text comes from one of the influential people in this these. Dr.Luepen in the frame and generic 
space explain the importance of frame in design and architecture and how the frame is essential in the design 
of the flexible housing. The notion of the frame is informed by the book Earth Moves by the French architect and 
philosopher Bernard Cache (Cache 1995). One of Cache’s assertions is that architecture is the art of the frame. He 
distinguishes three functions that the frame performs: it separates, selects, and rarefies. In the present study, He (Dr. 
Luepen) proposes that the frame has a fourth function: it frees. Take, for example, the loadbearing column. It relieves the 
wall from acting in a loadbearing capacity; it frees the wall. This freedom of the wall allows the space to change, and it can 
be added to use as different functions,.
T
he frame theory and the accompanying concepts provide a sound tool with which to examine the nature and 
functioning of projects dealing with flexibility or changeability. The question now is whether the frame concept can 
yield more than just a tool for examining existing projects. This use of the frame as a structural use in the building 
will free the whole Space. The Space that has no columns inside has many potentials to change continuously.
FIGURE 6-4 : Overview of four series of combinations. Left to right Carcass series, Loadbearing wall series,
Serving core series and elevation series.
The Frame And The Generic Space, A New Way Of Looking To Flexibility, Bernard Leupen
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“Buildings based on the frame concept provides 
freedom in future use.” 
The Frame And The Generic Space, A New Way Of Looking To
Flexibility
Dr. ir. Bernard Leupen
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6.3. FLEXIBILITY OPPURTUNITIES 
F
lexible housing can be defined as housing that is designed for choice at the design stage, both in terms of com-
mon use and construction or designed for change over its lifetime. This paper argues that flexibility is an essential 
consideration in the design of housing if it is to be socially, economically, and environmentally viable. The degree 
of flexibility is determined in two ways. First the in-built opportunity for adaptability, which i defined int he previous chapter 
defined as ‘capable of different social uses,’ and second the opportunity for flexibility, defined as ‘capable of different 
physical arrangements.’1 This principle of enabling social and physical change in housing might appear self-evidently 
sensible. However, despite numerous attempts from a policy as well as a user side to embrace the principles, flexibility 
in housing design has never been entirely accepted. The tendency to design buildings that only correspond to a spe-
cific type of household at a specific point in time reflects a way of thinking that is predicated on short term economics. 
Jeremy Till and Tatjana Schneider in the article about opportunities of flexible architecture r argue that one should instead 
accept the need for long term thinking, which reflects the uncertainty of future occupation and housing demand. While it 
has been argued that flexibility costs money if we see the long term use of flexibility, we will realize that flexibility in the long 
term is a real cost-effective solution. The amount of change in the space will always be the key in the future of housing.1 
 
 
 
 
1.Article in Architectural Research Quarterly September 2005 by : Jeremy Till and Tatjana Schneider
FIGURE 6-5 : 
 SiedlungBrombeeriweg, Zürich, Switzerland (architect: EM2N Architekten, 2003). Twenty-five scenarios show the variability in plan can be achieved 
through the internal rearrangement of walls. This potential makes it possible for the owner, a cooperative society, to react to changing demand and 
needs of new and existing 1 tenants.
 Source: Flexible housing: The means to the end
Article in Architectural Research Quarterly September 2005 by : Jeremy Till and Tatjana Schneider
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FIGURE 6-7 : 
Wohnen morgen, Hollabrunn, Austria (architects: Ottokar Uhl + occupiers, 1976). Around half of the 70 dwelling units were designed by the occu-
piers themselves. They were able to choose: a) the arrangement of the given support structure in the dwelling units; b) the size of the dwellings, by 
determining the position of the facade elements; c) the subdivision of the dwelling into rooms – also kitchen and bathrooms; d) the number, type and 
position of windows and doors; and e) the finishing of the dwellings
Source: Flexible housing:opportunities and limits.Article in Architectural Research Quarterly September 2005 by : Jeremy Till and Tatjana 
Schneider
. 
FIGURE 6-6 : 
Prefabrication, USA (architect: Walter F. Bogner, 1942). Bogner’s proposal for 
a completely prefabricated house was part of the Architectural Forum’s quest 
for the ‘The New House 194X’, which asked 43 architects to design a house 
that should be adaptable to different needs resulting from changes in family 
composition as the family grows older. Bogner designed a house with dimen-
sions based on a cubic grid of 8 x 8 feet (horizontally and vertically), which is 
further sectioned into three parts. One installation unit, consisting of bathroom 
and kitchen, subdivides the floor space to which accessories can be added 
that provide living facilities for a couple, couple with child and, by enlarging the 
shell, for an even bigger family. by calling in a further 29 architects and interior 
architects who worked on the interior arrangement and furnishing of his flats 
(Kirsch, 1987).bigger family
. Source: Flexible housing:opportunities and limits.Article in Architec-
tural Research Quarterly September 2005 by : Jeremy Till and Tatjana 
Schneider
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A
s in the Diagoon Houses, Delft (1971) by Herman Hertzberger. The principle behind the houses is based on 
the idea of the ‘incomplete building’; meaning that a basic frame leaves space for the personalized interpretation 
of the user, i.e. the number of rooms, positioning, functional uses. The occupants themselves will be able to 
decide how to divide the space and live in it, where they will sleep and where they will eat. If the composition of the family 
changes, the house can be adjusted, and to a certain extent enlarged. The structural skeleton is 
a half product which everyone can complete according to his 
own needs. The interiors show a delicate balance between order and chaos, the architecture accepting but 
not getting overwhelmed by the vicissitudes and changes of everyday life. While most of the examples given have been 
at the scale of the individual apartment, it is essential to note that our approach to flexible housing can and should be 
applied at all scales. At the scale of the whole building, soft use and technology will allow both a variety of sizes in housing 
provision, as well as the potential for mixed use. At the scale of the room, flexibility can be considered through both use 
and technology, the former in the consideration of how a single room may be used for a variety of purposes,
W
hat can wrap up this section of a reading is an idea from  Herman Hertzberger  ounder of Amsterdambased 
Architectuu rstudio HH which he metions  that :
“Effective space needs to be flexible, organic and open to 
interpretation, fit for purpose in an increasingly dynamic and uncer-
tain world. But what does this mean for architectural space? How 
can architecture be a sufficiently blank canvas to accommodate 
changes in use while retaining its meaning, quality and identity? 
   . 
1
1. John Habraken, Supports: an alternative to mass housing (London:Architectural Press, 1972). 
FIGURE 6-8 : 
 SiedlungBrombeeriweg, Zürich, Switzerland (architect: EM2N Architekten, 2003). Different scenarios show the variability in plan can be achieved 
through the internal rearrangement of walls. This potential makes it possible for the owner, a cooperative society, to react to changing demand and 
needs of new and existing 1 tenants. 
Source: Flexible housing:opportunities and limits.Article in Architectural Research Quarterly September 2005 by : Jeremy Till and Tatjana 
Schneider
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“Report on the future of housing identified ‘Culture 
flexibility and Choice’ as one of the key emerging 
themes over the next twenty years, stating that ‘the 
nature of the individual households is forecast to 
continue changingViewed in tandem with the diverse 
modes of living, working and leisure time, it 
can be seen that our future housing needs to be 
flexible.” 
CABE and RIBA, Housing Futures
2024: A Provocative Look at Future rends in Housing
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6.4. DESIGN WITH GRIDS
A
fter understanding of how can open building system help designers and users, and flexibility in architecture is 
the key to design the next phase I will explain how grids can be a perfect attachment to these two values for 
pre acknowledgment of the design. Mark D Gross in the book Relational Modeling1. In the electronic Design 
Studio. Moreover, grids in design article2 explain well how vital are grids. The subsequent investigations show that after 
we implement flexible housing in the open building scenario, the easiest way to design and the adaptive system is to use 
grids in the architectural la out. By defining how important is grids in the architecture, we can start the design very quickly 
with well understanding of the capacity of the grid in the design and architecture.
1.Gross, M. 1990. Relational Modeling. In The Electronic Design Studio. Edited by M.McCullough, W. Mitchell and P. Purcell.
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
2. Mark D. Gross University of Colorado at Boulde , 2000, Acadia, Grids in Design and CAD
FIGURE 6-9 : 
Different element-grid relations
Source: Mark D. Gross University of Colorado at 
Boulde , 2000, Acadia, Grids in Design and CAD
FIGURE 6-10 : 
Various relations between an element
class and a grid.
Source: Mark D. Gross University of Colorado at 
Boulde , 2000, Acadia, Grids in Design and CAD
FIGURE 6-11 : 
Grids can be subdivided and
superimposed.
Source: Mark D. Gross University of Colorado at 
Boulde , 2000, Acadia, Grids in Design and CAD
FIGURE 6-12 : 
Grids in different parts of the
building meet.
Source: Mark D. Gross University of Colorado at 
Boulde , 2000, Acadia, Grids in Design and CAD
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FIGURE 6-13 : 
Special elements and rules may applyat interface 
conditions.
Source: Mark D. Gross University of Colorado at 
Boulde , 2000, Acadia, Grids in Design and CAD
FIGURE 6-14 : 
Different grids are used for structural and partition sys-
tems.
Source: Mark D. Gross University of Colorado at 
Boulde , 2000, Acadia, Grids in Design and CAD
T
he grid, one of the oldest architectural design tools, is a useful device for controlling the position of building el-
ements. Grids can help a designer organize the placement and dimension of building elements and spaces. 
By associating different grid positioning for each class of element, the designer can control relationships among 
elements. Grids can help a designer organize the placement and dimension of building elements and spaces. By as-
sociating different grid positionings for each class of element, the designer can control relationships among elements. 
Some architects may not favor this method of designing —!or some may favor it for some projects but not others. It is a 
formal approach, in which the designer makes and records systematic placement rules. It thus places a value on explicit 
formulation of design rules. Design of the configuration of grids, and 11 specification of placement rules can become an 
important preliminary phase of the layout process. The advantage is that once the designer makes decisions about 
placement rules, the system helps organize the layout. 1 
1. Mark D. Gross University of Colorado at Boulde , 2000, Acadia, Grids in Design and CAD 
FIGURE 6-15 : 
Alternative bearing wall layouts..
Source: Mark D. Gross University of Colorado at 
Boulde , 2000, Acadia, Grids in Design and CAD
FIGURE 6-16 : 
Infil wall variations on bearing wall
alternative ‘a’.Source: Mark D. Gross University of Col-
orado at Boulde , 2000, Acadia, Grids in Design and 
CAD
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7. THE result
Forms of modern life may differ in quite a few 
respects – but what unites them all is precisely 
their fragility, temporariness, vulnerability and 
inclination to constant change. 
Zygmunt Bauman
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T
he goal is to design a system in the interior space, which allows a user to change it whenever they want. The 
design will be located in Tila project as it is considered an open building system which allows people to create 
different infills based on their need. Based on all of the previous researches which started with theoretical ap-
proach of movement on architecture and state of the art technologies and shifting to open building layout and using grids 
in architecture I tent to realize the fundamental basis approach for the beginning of the design.
T
he Tila housing block, comprising 39 loft apartments, is a pilot project for neo-loft apartments in Helsinki, Arabian-
ranta. The apartments face southwards through a fully glazed facade and with a balcony running the whole width 
of the space. The neoloft concept is based on an open construction system: within the available building frame 
the resident determines and builds the required subdivisions. The flats are occupiable at the moment of purchase (they 
have bathrooms), but become completely habitable with the installation of kitchen equipment. The basic premise in the 
lLoft lifestyle is that the occupants mix different functions within a single space. The residents can, however, build 
individual rooms or expand their flat with gallery-type spaces, because the height of the main space is five meters. The 
basic loft unit of the Tila housing block is 102m2, including two bathrooms. The outlets for the kitchen fittings are located 
on the main room side of the bathroom module – which allows for different kitchen layouts – and are left for the occupants 
to build themselves.” (from ARK 4/2011) 12 
1 Thematic Design » basebuilding. http://thematicdesign.org/tag/basebuilding/
2 https://www.talli.fi
7.1 PROLOGUE
LOCATION
7.2.  TILA - NEO-LOFT APARTMENTS
 
Start of Design :2004 
Completion : Raw space 2008 
Self-motivated construction 2009- 
Type :Comission, Intiative 
Programme : Housing 
Client : Sato Oy 
Size : GFA 3.050m2 (+max 1.781m2 gallery 
space)  :FA 4.359m2 
Location :Helsinki, Arabianranta 
Contact: Pia Ilonen :pia.ilonen@talli.fi
FIGURE 7-1 : 
The project in its setting in Arabianranta, Helsinki
Source:  TALLI Architects
https://www.talli.fi
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FIGURE 7-3 : 
The moment of purchase when there is no infill attached to the interior. This allows users to somehow design their own home.
Source:  TALLI Architects
https://www.talli.fi
FIGURE 7-2 : 
The moment of purchase when the clients tend to choose their layout before entering in to the project
Source:  TALLI Architects
https://www.talli.fi
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FIGURE 7-4 : 
The moment of purchase when there is no infill attached to the interior. This allows users to somehow design their own home .The empty shell space 
looking toward the front door and the two bathrooms installed as part of the base building. The piping hook-ups for kitchens are visible on the walls of 
the bathrooms – one or two kitchens can be installed, placed as selected by the inhabitants. Bathrooms on the upper level are also possible.
Source:  TALLI Architects
https://www.talli.fi
FIGURE 7-5 : 
the result is that each apartment has a different infill according they need in daily life
 Source:  TALLI Architects
https://www.talli.fi
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FIGURE 7-6 : 
Furniture plan in the final delivery of the architect.
 Source:  TALLI Architects
https://www.talli.fi
FIGURE 7-7 : 
Furniture plan in the final delivery of the architect.
 Source:  TALLI Architects
https://www.talli.fi
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FIGURE 7-8 
2nd Floor Infill by occupants.  Source:  TALLI Architects
https://www.talli.fi
FIGURE 7-9 
2nd Floor Mezaznine Infill by occupants.
  Source:  TALLI Architects
https://www.talli.fi
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FIGURE 7-10
Section at the moment of purchase.
  Source:  TALLI Architects
https://www.talli.fi
FIGURE 7-11
Section at the moment of purchase.
  Source:  TALLI Architects
https://www.talli.fi
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W
hat triggers the whole site is the red drawings seen in plan and sections. It is in the face an exciting approach 
to architecture when the designer somehow involves the client in design. It explains that we can have a 102 
m2 space without any walls ready to implement the flexible system inside. 
0 5 10 15m
scale: NTS
7.3 REASONINGS
FIGURE 7-12
The technical drawings of the bathroom units in the larger apartment unit
  Source:  TALLI Architects
https://www.talli.fi
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G
RIFLEX is a system of moving walls within the space which allows users to change their interior space whenever 
they want and however they need.  With Griflex we can reach the possibility to change the space during the 
day time. It will allow the user to try multiple configurations of wall system inside the space as well as adding the 
functional capabilities like lighting. which will be explained later on that how we can use the methods of generative design 
to improve the quality of our space.
7.4 PROTOYYPE
7.4.1 INTRODUCTION
GRIFLEX
FIGURE 7-13 : 
logo of the design
Self drawn.
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7.4.2VERSION1.0
7.4.3 STRATEGIES AND EXPERIMENTS
T
he first version of Griflex is simple as possible for me to understand how the movement works and how is possi-
bilities of change with space. Once I know the most simple way to achieve this function I can upgrade Griflex to 
have more complex scenarios. 
T
he idea of Griflex is to create a system that allows users to change their space as many times they want during the 
lifetime that they live in the space. Thanks to the technology of today with a simple system of movement in rails and 
rotation, we can have unlimited possibilities in space. The most important thing is the user need. For example, one 
day the client wants to work in close space close to the window, and one day he/she wants to have a big party where 
they can have the maximum possible people in their space. The stacking solution also allows us to move all of the walls 
on sides so the people can have to full floor empty. What is is that once we use this system in parametric architecture. 
We will be able to change the space according to many parameters that we want.
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FIGURE 7-14 : 
Two principles of movement in design
Self drawn.
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FIGURE 7-14 : 
Design Process of the sytem in the tila project
Self drawn.
T
he first version of Griflex is as simple as possible to understand how it is likely to change the space. 
Once knowledge of this simple solution achieved, we can shift into more complex scenarios. 
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7.4.4 POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
T
he infills can change via the smart system in the space. Even this allows the user to change and move the walls 
and furniture; however, he/she prefers. These configurations show how within the space, it is possible to change 
the furniture and at the same time have a different function in the space.
FIGURE 7-15 : 
Design Process of the sytem in the tila project
Self drawn.
1.5M
1.5M
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ISO OF CONFIGURATION
FIGURE 7-16 : 
Isometric view of the configuration and dimention of each grid and panel
Self drawn.
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7.4.5  DIVERSE POSSIBILITIES`
 
The fact that with the simplest solution which moves the by railing system, rotating them by the robot extruder on top of 
the wall panel, we can place the wall where ever the grid is allowing us. The outcome of this feature is large configurations 
that we can get as we see in the images below.
FIGURE 7-17: 
Two out hundreds possible solution of wall change.
 Self drawn.
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FIGURE 7-18: 
One out of hundreds possible solution of wall change.
 Self drawn.
14 M
9.80 M
9.40
8 M
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FIGURE 7-19: 
Photo of the moment of the purchase
FIGURE 7-20: 
Render with implimentation of the system
Self drawn.
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FIGURE 7-21: 
First movement of griflex wall sytem 
Self drawn.
FIGURE 7-22: 
5 movement of griflex wall sytem 
Self drawn.
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7.4.6 VIRTUAL REALITY EXPERIMENT
T
he best method of presenting the project was long term research on creating the project inside the vir-
tual reality space. In the era of architecture that we are living today, showing plans and section for dynam-
ic projects won’t operate. The best way to explain the project is by bringing the user inside the proj-
ect. Let them experience the real space as close as it is in reality. This method was achieved in the 3months 
research, and the result was the creation of an app where you can plug in your VR glasses on any computer that 
has the application installed and experience the space in virtual reality. The app was created by Unity program. 
 
FIGURE 7-23: 
The entrance of the user into the virtual reality app
Self drawn.
Change Camera 
menu
Quit from application changing the light set-
tings to adapt different 
solution according to 
walls 
Change wall according to 
the design we get a solution 
in real time seeing wall will 
change
Changin the day or 
night
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FIGURE 7-24: 
The VR Experience of different possible scenarios user can get in the app. The user can choose the rooms and see how the walls will react into 
space and create several rooms.
Self Drawn
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7.4.7 DIVERSE GRIDS
FIGURE 7-25: 
Using the same system but with different grids
Self drawn.
T
he   plan  of  Tila   project   was  rectangular.  The    second      step of the project was to explore with different  
grids  and see how the results are different from the standard grid. Based on the site plan and shape of the site 
plan, we can use different  grids. 
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FIGURE 7-26: 
Render of the hexagonal Grid
Self drawn.
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T
he same Grid that we have on the ceiling create a lighting system of the space will divide into small lighting mod-
ules that are connected to the ceiling and wall system. once we change our wall system, it can be automatically 
changed to the new configuration. 
7.4.8 LIGHTING GRIDS
FIGURE 7-27: 
Lighting Adaptation
Self drawn.
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FIGURE 7-28: 
Different Liighting Scenes
Self drawn.
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FIGURE 7-29: 
Dimensions he system of Rail and grid of lighting embeded in system .
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T
he technical part of constructing the Griflex is achieved by using the different technologies of today’s mar-
ket. The wall panel movement and rails are from Liko company partition system, which they explained 
a lot of noteworthy details for the wall systems that can be quickly adapt to the ceiling of Tila building. 
7.4.9 MECHANISM
FIGURE 7-30: 
Detail of the wall Partiotion System
Drawing by wall Partiotion system Company
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FIGURE 7-31: 
Detail of the wall Partiotion System
Drawing by wall Partiotion system LIKO Company
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 The system of the ceiling and movent was studied during the study of the milling machine. The mechanism of moving In X 
and Y direction comes from the same mechanism of the milling system adding bigger servos, and stronger rails can result 
from carrying the maximum capacity of 10 kg. The Grip that holds the wall is an industrial extruder used in Kuka robot arm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 7-32
Detail of the wall Partition System
Self Drawn
10
.
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MAIN GRIP FOR HOLDING 
THE PANEL ON THE RAIL AND ROTATION
THE WALL PANEL
THE CEILINGTHE RAILING STRUCTURE 
ON THE CEILING
THE SECONDRY RAIL
FIGURE 7-33: 
Parts of the wall system 
Self Drawn
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STRUCTURE ESTIMATED COST
Metal Structure €1,500
Linear Double-Sided Rails €1,000
High Torque Stepper Motor X 2 €980
Metal Coordinator Parts (Arm) €300
Metal Gripper Robot Arm-End €155
Power Connectors / Regulator €100
Sensors( PIR, Light, Color, Temperature) €100
Wire Holders €100
Wires €50
Raspberry Pi 4 / 4GB €55
RPI CNC Board €20
Other electronics €150
TOTAL €4,510
Roughly cost of the rail sysyem that was calculated using an estimate of the technology of today.This will be multiplied by 
the number of grids. 
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I
t is challenging to realize in the short period amount of time of this project how feasible and detailed can this 
project be. It is the start of the research on developing the more complex system and scenario to tackle 
whether this system can realize in the architecture of today or not.  
FIGURE 7-34: 
Parts of the wall system when all of the technologies are embeded 
Self Drawn
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By implementing parameters into the system, we will have the opportunity to change the system according to sev-
eral functions. These functions can be circulation based on the access of the openings(doors) or best possi-
ble lighting solution as well as the best climatic solution. For understanding how this logic will work, it is best to ex-
plain the design process of the code. If we have data from any source like sensors, we can translate them into 
the numbers. These numbers have considered as values inside the code values. These values will then imple-
ment into the code. Points on the grid of the system will get some values according to the data that has been re-
ceiving from the sensors. What the code will do is to get a relation of the points and translate them into the grid. . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.5 FLEXIBILITY IN PARAMETRIC DESIGN
FIGURE 7-35: 
Code to Create proximity of lines in the grid system
Self Drawn
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F
or example, in the one scenario  (Drawings in nex pages), The amount of light coming from the opening during the 
day were calculated. From that calculation, It received a closeness of each of these values(points) from each other. 
Then by translating them to the grid; it automatically eliminates the ones that are not efficient for the lighting system 
of the space. Now since with the remaining grid, it is possible to make the wall move to that space to generate the best 
possible lighting of the day
FIGURE 7-36: 
Different part of the code
Self Drawn
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7.6.1  GENERATIVE DESIGN
U
sing generative design will allow us to have the best possible solution for each functionality we want.  By putting 
goals ( like the number of efficient lux generated from the light sensor and number of openings of the space (for 
circulation)),  in generative design software, we can achieve the best possible solution. This final chapter will inves-
tigate the methods of generative design by pinpointing a few of the best examples in this field. The self-experimentation of 
the following method will be the result. 
FIGURE 7-37 : 
Generative Design Diagram
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FIGURE 7-38 : 
Magnetizing Floor Plan Generator
by Martin Bielik  . 
Ease of use was considered as a crucial feature since the beginning of a project. Therefore, a simple solution for managing a room program of 
a house was created for the grasshopper environment. It enables user to set basic parameters, such as room name, area, room connections, 
entrance location, type of space (room/hall).
Generation Algorithm
// PREPARE INPUT
 rotate boundary
 sort rooms by their connectivity
find first room
// ITERATION 1
Place 1st room
Find the room that is connected with 1st room 
-> place it
Find the room that is most interconnected with 
currently placed rooms -> place it
If the room can’t be placed -> stop iteration 
and start over
Generate couple of solutions in this way -> 
choose 5 best of them and remove others
// ITERATION N
New iteration: improve previous solutions and 
generate new ones:
If (iteration % 3 == 0) -> Take all previous solu-
tions, remove last 1-5 rooms and try to place 
them differently again.
If possible to place more rooms than originally, 
then replace old solution with this one.
If (iteration % 3 != 0) -> develop new solution
// END OF ITERATIONS
Generate couple of solutions in this way -> 
choose 5 best of them and remove others
Choose the best solution and generate output 
from it
If needed, remove dead ends and convert 
halls to corridors
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T
he examples that have been presenting here is the result of putting goals (that were mentioned earlier) into the 
architectural layout. It shows out of how many possibilities, how can we reach the most optimized solution, and 
how can we have maximum rooms in the current area of the layout.
FIGURE 7-39 : 
The result is that each apartment has a different infill accordingto area for creating a mutation algorithm. Following degeneration of building plants. It is 
considered to divide in a grid system, and within the limit of the size and the areas, it gives the best possible solution of planning and interior design 
Architecture.
Own Try using processing code of generative design  
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G
enerative design (GD) is the process of defining high-level goals and constraints and using the power of com-
putation to automatically explore a wide design space and identify the best design options. While generative 
design applied for manufacturing is gaining more and more attention, its use for architectural space planning 
has been fairly explored. Generative design was used to design the AU Las Vegas 2017 Exhibit Hall layout, allowing the 
main stakeholders to discover a novel and high-performing design strategy. Thesteps are: 1) generate the design 
space through a bespoke geometry system; 2) evaluate each design through design goals; 3) evolve gener-
ations of designs through evolutionary computation. design process typically involves the study of past precedents. 
And typically, designers achieve results that are efficient yet predictable. But what if designers started with fewer 
preconceptions and aimed to discover new unexpected results? 1
1. A paper that autodesk published in 2018 about generative design in architectural planing
source: https://www.autodesk.com/autodesk-university/article/Generative-Design-Architectural-Space-Planning-2018
FIGURE 7-40 :   Plan generated for Mars Project the office building which based on sound, light, traffic, and preference of the user the plan will 
regenerate as many times possible to get the best result. 
By: Danil Nagy,Lorenzo Villaggi
Source: https://www.autodesk.com/autodesk-university/article/Generative-Design-Architectural-Space-Planning-2018
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FIGURE 7-41 : 
Alexander Klein, the functional house for frictionless living, 1928, originally in Bauer, Catherine, Modern Housing, 1934.
N
ow that we know the system works with parameters, we can build furniture systems. These modules can adapt 
to different data we get like circulation, light. These diagrams from  Alexander Klein are showing how space can 
change according to different functions based on these data, which is about circulation, light, traffic of people. 
The system can change accordingly, and this furniture can add. also, people will have the chance to change their furniture 
whenever they want since its a modular system.
7.6.2  PARAMETERS FOR IMPROVING THE SPACE
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FIGURE 7-42 : 
In the Social Logic of Space it is stated that spatial 
configuration affects social relations in how it structures 
patterns of movement, encounter and avoidance. Since 
then, a lot of space syntax research has investigated 
these phenomena to provide empirical support and to 
refine the understanding of mechanisms and relations. 
However, most of this research focuses on the first half 
of these patterns - that of how space structures and 
generates encounters, whereas studies of how space 
generates patterns of avoidance is less often studied. 
The outset of this paper is that in order to understand 
a ‘social logic of space’, the study of how space 
generates, allows, or prevents patterns of avoidance 
is a missing key question that may also further develop 
discourses of patterns of encounter. Avoidance, as a 
social action, simply requires a series of socio-spatial, 
interactive, and shared relations to and through space 
that necessitates assumptions, presumptions, and 
speculations of the behaviours of specific or generic 
others that studies of encounters at times can avoid. In 
extension, while a development rather than a challenge 
to studies of encounters, this informs knowledge on the 
relations between society, activity, and space in general, 
and on the socio-cultural structuring taking place in 
everyday spatial performativity
Source From Daniel kosh July 2015
Conference: 10th International Space Syntax Sym-
posiumAt: LondonVolume: Proceedings of the 10th 
International Space Syntax Symposium
T
he diagrammatic drawings by Alexan-
der Klein,  made in 1930s show how 
rules are important in the architectur-
al layout . These rules can be implemented 
inside the space and work; however, users 
want to achieve. A good example will be the 
situation when the user wants to have light, 
best pathways to room according to dis-
tance, less traffic. We can put these rules in 
eneretive design and apply it to the architec-
ture.  
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FIGURE 7-43 
Scripts for Griflex and examples of how by parametrizing the design, we can generate several outcomes that were given by data. 
Self drawn
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FIGURE 7-44 
Result of schematic diagram using light that came from opening and best accessibility to the openings of the apartment.
The diagram then will change the grid of the sytem. 
 Self drawn
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FIGURE 7-45 
Scripts for Griflex and examples of how proximity of each point can influence the design.Self drawn
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FIGURE 7-46
Generation of the diagrammatic scheme for the useful area of the layout generated from proximity.
 Self drawn
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FIGURE 7-47 
Changing the grid will be the result of the previous diagrams 
Self experimentation
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FIGURE 7-48
at the end the grid will translated to the system of walls 
Self drawn
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FIGURE 7-49 
Various Arduino sensors which can be attached to the code to get a data so the walls can react to different sensors, These sensors are  Light 
Sensor, Motion Sensor, Temperature Sensor, Humidity Sensor, infrared rain sensors.
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FIGURE 7-50: 
 The Modelur architecture of Therados
source from book :Viviendas tipo kit para trabajadores temporeros. Cartaya Huelva. Javier Terrados Cepeda. Neutra 15. Ciudad Re- 2007 Anexo 
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7.7 MODULAR FURNITURE
N
ow that we know how the system works, we can adopt different functions like the furniture to the wall system and 
create a very flexible architecture that can change whenever it fancies. For example, the client can add a bed to 
the system or closet. The case study is from Therados architects that they work with modular models to create 
different types of furniture.
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FIGURE 7-51 : 
 The “social compact housing” project with the “furniture kit system”.needs of new and existing 1 tenants. 
source from book :Viviendas tipo kit para trabajadores temporeros. Cartaya Huelva. Javier Terrados Cepeda. Neutra 15. Ciudad Re- 2007 Anexo 
11
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FIGURE 7-52 : 
Self-experimentation of the possibility of parametrizing the furniture system. It creates multiple possibilities of shelves with different sizes and aesthetics.
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FIGURE 7-53 : 
Self-experimentation of the possibility of parametrizing the furniture system. It creates multiple possibilities of shelves with different sizes and aesthetics.
FIGURE 7-54 : 
The design process of the shelf. From a surface which is our area, we can create a waffle structure shelf.
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6.4.8 WIKI HOUSE CONCEPT
 
 
With this method, users can create their custom made walls and furniture and order to fabricate it and receive it in their place. 
With the increasing trend of industry 4.0 and automation, they can design whatever they want and 3d print or send it to 
the Fablab close to them to make the walls for them. This idea is from the wiki house concept, which automated the pro-
cess of the design. The result will be a UI interface where costumers can shop or design their furniture modules or walls. 
FIGURE 7-55
WikiHouse is a digitally-manufactured building system. It aims to make it simple for anyone to design, manufacture and assemble beautiful, high-per-
formance homes that are customised to their needs. 
Source: https://www.wikihouse.cc
FIGURE 7-56 
 
A detail of the shelves that show, we can get a detailed fabrication layout from the design.
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FIGURE 7-57: 
UI design of the wikihouse concept for Griflex
Self Design
6.4.8 UI DESIGN
T
he result will be a UI interface where costumers can shop or design their furniture modules or walls. Us-
ing the WikiHouse concept will allow us to log in for an enormous amount of designs and products. 
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FIGURE 7-58 
UI design of the wikihouse concept for Griflex
Self Design
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8. DISCUSSION
T
he most critical discussion here is the feasibility of this project. Ever since the existence of human beings on 
the planet earth, the prediction of the future, “the unknown” has always been an obsession. From the cave 
paintings of thousands of years ago to the budget that nowadays is being spent on the production of sci-
fi movies, there’s one thing for certain; “Future” in all its forms is important to us and is one of our main concerns. 
Throughout the years, the speculative design has become one of the methods of dealing with this issue. 
The attempt to portrait the forthcoming world according to our information or ideas to the extent that some of the 
designers and artists spend most of their career lifespan, trying to design a better future or try to reflect the possible 
future of our planet. To comprehend this project, it is best to analyze what category of speculative design it belongs 
to. In a speculative design, we can illustrate different possible futures. It is best to explain the fascinating diagram of 
Stuart candy that has explained by Anthony Dunne & Fiona Raby in the book “speculative everything” once more. 
 This illustration is consisting of several cones coming out from present to future. Probable/Plausible/Possible/Preferable 
is the name of each cone. The first cone explains what is liable to happen unless there is some extreme turmoil happens 
in the future. This is where mainly most design practices and education happens. The second cone is not about 
prognostication anymore. It explores alternative political and economic futures to guarantee that an organization is outfitted 
for different scenarios of the imminent world. The possible cone is the link between the present and the recommended 
future. In this cone, there should be a patch from today’s world to a possible future. The Griflex System is close to this 
cone. Although it will need much development in future studies, it is an excellent trigger to start designing the space which 
is fully aware of its enviroment, and it interacts with its user.
FIGURE7-59 : The cone of Stewart Candy
Speculative Everything: Design, Fiction, and Social Dreaming, Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby, 2013, MIT Press
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9. conclusion
To understand the future of our spaces we must understand that the 4th Industrial Revolution will not make us humans 
obsolete and irrelevant, but instead, it will liberate us from the tedium of menial and repetitive tasks, radically liberate 
us from labor itself. Imagining the space of the future requires imagining a radically different world, a World of Universal 
Basic Income, a World where AI has progressed us technologically to horizons we could not have predicted and where 
this technology is embedded in every aspect of our daily life. So, the question that needs answering is, how does the 
future of spaces look like in a future where humans are no longer labor but are instead creative entities, no longer driven 
by financial motivations but purely by self-realization? Will the be able to choose their space they are living ? will they be 
able to be part of the design process of their own house from the start? Our technological advancement is changing 
rapidly more than in any other time. What this research investigated was to see the possibility of the technology of today 
for changing the way of living and thinking. As Sigmund Baumend said, “Forms of modern life may differ in quite a few 
respects – but what unites them all is precisely their fragility, temporariness, vulnerability, and inclination to constant 
change.” Can we set up our environment so that once we are immersed in it, it can excite us and thus increase our 
creative thinking and motivation?  
The future of our spaces will resemble more a living system that a static space, in which symbiotic relationships be-
tween its users, space, and the interconnected global network will be able to flourish. Grfilex is one the speculation of 
really near future. By analyzing speculative technologies of today, we can hypothesize future uses, developments, and 
applications and find multiple cues as to what the future workspace could look like. These technologies which are in 
their infancy today, once developed, embedded in everyday life and have become commonplace they will shape the 
future of our space.
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